GOOD WORK REPORT OF LUNGLEI DISTRICT POLICE

1. LAW & ORDER:
   With the objective of prevention of crime and maintenance of public peace and tranquility, Late Night Patrolling has been carried out regularly.

2. CRIME SCENARIO:
   During November, 2017, 21 nos. of cases were registered within Lunglei District. Out of which 11 cases were detected and 25 cases were charge sheeted and 1 case was final report in the same months.

3. TRAFFIC COMPOUNDING:
   Regular mobile checking and effective control and regulation of traffic have greatly prevented vehicular accident in Lunglei district. On every holidays including Saturdays and Sundays and also during night time mobile checking of vehicles was conducted in Lunglei town and sometimes outside the town which had ensured the safety of pedestrians and also reduce road accidents. The traffic compounding fine realized during November, 2017 is ₹58,250/-

4. MAJOR CONVICTION:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No</th>
<th>Case refe. with section of Law</th>
<th>Duration of conviction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>LLI-PS C/No.56/2017 dt.30.3.2017 U/S 302 IPC</td>
<td>The accused Rosangliana Sailo is sentenced to undergo Rigorous imprisonment for life with fine of ₹10,000/- and in default to further undergo simple imprisonment for 1 month.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. TRAINING:-
   During 28.11.2017 – 30.11.2017 three days Training on “Office Record” was conducted at SP Conference Hall, Lunglei. 22 Police Officers and men attended at the Training.

6. Flag off Programme of “Lunglei Police Town Patrolling Vehicle” was held at the courtyard of Lunglei Police Station on 2.11.2017 @ 11:00AM. Pu.S. Laldingliana, Vice Chairman High Power Committee, Lunglei was flagged off the two Town Patrolling Vehicles(Gypsy).

7. STOLEN PROPERTY RECOVERED:-
   Stolen property recovered is ₹ 168,850/-
MONTHLY RETURN OF GOOD STORIES FOR CHAMPHAI DEF FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 2017

SEIZURE UNDER NARCOTIC DRUGS & PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES ACT:

DURING THE PERIOD OF JANUARY, 2017 UPTO NOVEMBER, 2017. A TOTAL QUANTITY OF 3961 GRAMS OF HEROIN NO. 4 WITH AN ESTIMATE VALUE OF Rs1,46,765,000/- WAS SEIZED BY CHAMPHAI POLICE. A TOTAL QUANTITY OF 104,45KGS OF GANJA VALUE OF Rs 2,30,300/- (APPROX) HAD BEEN SEIZED. 5800 TABLETS OF METHAMPHETAMINE VALUE OF 1,160,000/- AND 12 KGS OF EPHEDRINE VALUE OF Rs12,000,000/- HAD ALSO BEEN SEIZED DURING THE AFORSaida PERIOD.

SEIZURE MADE DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 2017 IS REFLECTED BELOW:

ON 1.11.2017 @11:40 AM. A WRITTEN SUO MOTO FIR WAS RECEIVED FROM INSPR HP VANLALGNHAKA OF CHAMPHAI PS STATING THAT ON 1.11.2017 AT AROUND 11:20AM HE ALONG WITH PARTY CONDUCTED RANDOM CHECKING AT VENGTHLANG CHAMPHAI BY PREPARING GROUND OF BELIEF IN PRESENCE OF RELIABLE WITNESSES. RECOVERED AND SEIZED SEVEN SOAP CASES CONTAINING BROWN POWDER WEIGHING 101 GRAMS VALUE OF Rs 3,50,000/- (APPROX) SUSPECTED TO BE HEROIN FROM THE POSSESSION OF TAWKNEIHKIMI (52) D/O BELHLETHANGA OF KHAWMAWI, MYANMAR IN THE PRESENCE OF CIVIL WITNESSES. HENCE, CPI-PS C/NO.124/17 DT.1.11.2017 U/S 21(B) ND&PS ACT WAS REGISTERED.

ON 1.11.2017 @12:00PM, A WRITTEN SUO MOTO FIR WAS RECEIVED FROM INSPR JH SANGHMINGTHANGA OF CHAMPHAI PS STATING THAT ON 1.11.2017 AT AROUND 7:05AM HE ALONG WITH PARTY CONDUCTED RANDOM CHECKING AT THE OUT-SKRIT OF RUANTLANG CHAMPHAI BY PREPARING GROUND OF BELIEF IN PRESENCE OF RELIABLE WITNESSES. THEY RECOVERED AND SEIZED TWO SOAP CASES CONTAINING BROWN POWDER WEIGHING 27 GRAMS VALUE OF Rs 1.00.000/- (APPROX) SUSPECTED TO BE HEROIN FROM THE POSSESSION OF RODINGLIANI (27) W/O LIANVULA OF KHAWMAWI MYANMAR IN THE PRESENCE OF CIVIL WITNESSES. HENCE, CPI-PS C/NO.125/17 DT. 1.11.2017 U/S 21(B0 ND & PS ACT WAS REGISTERED.

ON 1.11.2017 @12:00PM A WRITTEN SUO MOTO FIR WAS RECEIVED FROM INSPR JH SANGHMINGTHANGA OF CHAMPHAI PS STATING THAT ON 1.11.2017 AT AROUND 7:05AM. HE ALONG WITH PARTY CONDUCTED RANDOM CHECKING AT THE OUT-SKRIT OF RUANTLANG CHAMPHAI BY PREPARING GROUND OF BELIEF IN PRESENCE OF RELIABLE WITNESSES. THEY RECOVERED AND SEIZED ONE SOAP CASES CONTAINING BROWN POWDER WEIGHING 14 GRAMS VALUE OF Rs 50.000/- (APPROX) SUSPECTED TO BE HEROIN FROM THE POSSESSION OF MALSAWMSANGA (19) S/O LALHLIMPUIA OF CHANMARI WEST AIZWAL DISTRICT. IN THE PRESENCE OF CIVIL WITNESSES. HENCE, CPI-PS C/NO.126/17 DT. 1.11.2017 U/S 21(B0 ND & PS ACT WAS REGISTERED.

ON 6.11.2017 @ 2:30PM, A WRITTEN FIR WAS RECEIVED FROM TARUN KUNWAR Dy. CO 46th ASSAM RIFLES. VAIKHAWTLANG THAT ON 6.11.2017 @7:00AM. HE ALONG WITH PARTY RECOVERED ONE WHITE BAG CONTAINING 20 KGS OF SUSPECTED GANJA WORTH Rs 40,000/- FROM THE JOINT POSSESSION OF LIANTHANGPUIA (34) S/O VANLALHRUAIA AND HIS WIFE LALBIAKDIKI (29) S/O ZAITANA BOTH OF TUJIRIAL AIZWAL AND REQUESTED O/C CHAMPHAI TO TAKE NECESSARYACTION. HENCE, CPI-PS C/NO. 128/17 DT. 6.11.2017 U/S 20(b)ii(C)/29 ND & PS ACT WAS REGISTERED.
ON 6.11.2017 @ 2:35PM, A WRITTEN FIR WAS RECEIVED FROM TARUN KUNWAR Dy. CO 46™ ASSAM RIFLES. VAIKHAWTLANG THA ON 6.11.2017 @ 7:00AM. HE ALONG WITH PARTY RECOVERED ONE WHITE BAG CONTAINING 9 KGS OF SUSPECTED GANJA WORTH RS 18,000/- FROM THE JOINT POSSESSION OF RAMTHIANGHLIMA (35) S/O BUHZATALWA OF SESAWNG AND REQUESTED O/C CHAMPHAI TO TAKE NECESSARY ACTION. HENCE, CPI-PS C/NO. 129/17 DT. 6.11.2017 U/S 20(b)ii(C) ND &PS ACT WAS REGISTERED.

ON 16.11.2017 @ 4:20PM. A WRITTEN SUO MOTO FIR WAS RECEIVED FROM SI H.LALENGMAWIA OF CHAMPHAI PS STATING THAT ON16.11.2017 @ 2:30 PM. HE ALONG WITH PARTY CONDUCTED RANDOM CHECKING OF VEHICLES AT KHANKAWN POLICE CHECK GATE. CHAMPHAI BY OBTAINING PRIOR AUTHORIZATION FROM OFFICER IN CHARGE CHAMPHAI POLICE STATION BY PREPARING GROUND OF BELIEF U/S 50 ND&PS ACT. AFTER THOROUGH CHECKING. FIFTEEN (15) SOAP CASES CONTAINING BROWN POWDER WEIGHING 180 GRAMS SUSPECTED TO BE HEROIN WERE RECOVERED AND SEIZED FROM THE JOINT POSSESSION OF VAVLALHRIATI (31) D/O NK AWII OF SESIH AND LALRINMAWIA (33) S/O BIAKSANGA OF RAMHLUN NORTH. AIZA威尔 IN PRESENCE OF RELIABLE WITNESSES. VALUE OF SEIZED DRUGS HAS BEEN ESTIMATED TO RS 750.000/- (APPROX) IN LOCAL MARKET RATE. HENCE, CPI-PS C/NO.133/17 DT. 16.11 2017 U/S 21(b) ND&PS ACT WAS REGISTERED.
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